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Abstract

Asynchronous Data Exchange (ADE) is useful in Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). It needs a well-defined mechanism to

support data buffing, dispatching, and filtering. ADE is more flexible, extensible and scalable than the synchronous one.

CORBA Event Service, announced by OMG, offers an easy-to-use, abstract and generic communication mechanism, while

providing message delivering, dispatching and buffering by way of introducing the concept of event channels. However, it lacks

some practical data exchange functions.

This paper proposes the design and implementation of a system named CODEX (stand for Content-Oriented Data

EXchange system), which combines the XML features and the functionality of CORBA (which stands for Common Object

Request Broker Architecture) Event Service. The CODEX system equips functions of primitive data type checking, message

classification, content filtering and source/destination screening. Application developers can focus more on business functions,

instead of caring about the detail of data exchange. The concept and architecture of the content-oriented data exchange,

provided by CODEX, can be applied to other practical computing fields in the large-scale, loosely coupled distributed computing

environments.
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1. Introduction

Asynchronous Data Exchange (ADE) is naturally

useful in the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) field.

The data providers and data consumers work inde-

pendently while exchanging data with each other.

They do not need to wait the peer receiving the data.

ADE requires mechanisms to support data buffing/

queuing, dispatching, and filtering in the system. It

has much more flexibility, extensibility, and scalabil-

ity than synchronous data exchange. There are many

commercial products and industrial standards have

adopted this concept, such as TIBCO TIB/Rendez-

vous, IBM MQSeries, Microsoft Message Queue,

CORBA Event Service and Java JMS. Besides the

mechanism, the content and the exchange format are

also significant issues in an EDI system. The structu-
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ralized, not-complicated and well-defined format of

data exchange is one of the critical success factors of

EDI applications. Without a well-defined information

format, applications cannot communicate with each

other properly. For highly flexible applications, con-

tents are the key criteria to the EDI system to perform

proper data exchange. Different meanings for content

requires different exchange routing.

1.1. Challenges

ADE is critical in large-scale systems, especially

when not all applications are located in a single place.

Frequent communication and large message size nor-

mally occur among application components. Under

such conditions, the challenges are:

� Network bandwidth minimization. There are many

application components exchange information

through the network. In order to make the whole

system operate properly, each component should

not consume too much bandwidth. Unnecessary

information should be screened out before deliver-

ing.
� Security. Some systems may have to exchange

confidential information. To guarantee the infor-

mation security, messages should only be received

by authorized applications.
� Integration. Applications may be built on hetero-

geneous environment. To facilitate data exchange

across heterogeneous environments, suitable mech-

anism has to be provided to integrate applications

over different platforms.
� Message validation. Wrong messages may break

the whole system integrity. To prevent the

situation, message should be validated before

being accepted by the target applications.
� Robustness. The data exchange platform must be

robust enough to support large volume and high

frequency traffic.

A suitable platform has to be chosen to build such

a data exchange environment.

1.2. CORBA Event Service and Notification Service

The CORBA architecture [2] announced by Object

Management Group (OMG) is becoming an industrial

standard. The architecture, in the Common Object

Service Specification (COSS) [1], also proposes the

Event Service, which is an asynchronous data ex-

change framework. It separates the data supplier and

data consumer while providing typed and un-typed

event channels. The major advantage of the Event

Service is that it offers an easy-to-use, abstract and

generic asynchronous message delivery, dispatching

and buffing mechanism across heterogeneous plat-

forms [1,10,11]. However, it still lacks some of the

necessary data exchange features [12,13], for exam-

ple, data security, message classification, content

structure and type validation, data source/destination

screening and content filtering.

To compensate for the flaws of the Event Serv-

ice, OMG also proposes the Notification Service

[1,3,4]. It improves the event filtering by introduc-

ing a new event type, structured event. Structured

event supports well-defined data structure. However,

it is still insufficient for large-scale and complex

data exchange. Event Service still lacks data secur-

ity, data validation and data source/destination

screening.

1.3. Related works

There are some commercial asynchronous data

exchange systems.

TIB/Rendezvous [18] is an infrastructure devel-

oped by TIBCO. It exploits a three-level hierarchical

event dispatcher for creating and maintaining large,

distributed and event-based applications. TIB/Ren-

dezvous is a subject-based addressing technology that

helps messages reach their destinations without

involving programmers in the details of network

addresses, protocols, packets, ports and sockets. It

offers several interesting features including reliable

and scalable distribution of events. In subject-based

addressing technology, the subject string also has a

filtering mechanism. For example, the filter econo-

my.exchange.*.MSFT* will select all the notifications

whose subject contains economy in its first position

followed by exchange in the second position, any

string in third position, and a fourth string that starts

with MSFT.

Java Event-based Distribution Infrastructure

(JEDI) [19,20] was developed by Italy CEFRIEL

research center. JEDI is an object-oriented distribu-
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tion infrastructure used in data exchange and is

developed in Java programming language. In JEDI,

every client has an Active Object (AO). An AO is an

autonomy object. Each AO plays the role of exchang-

ing events between every application. The event in

JEDI is produced by AO, and is a special type of

message like open(foo.c, read). The component that

dispatches the event is called event dispatcher (ED).

The AO announces which event it wants to receive

by calling event subscription procedures. Also, it can

stop receiving some events by calling an event un-

subscription procedure. JEDI has been used to imple-

ment a significant example of distributed systems,

namely, the OPSS Workflow Management System

(WFMS).

Asynchronous Message Exchange System (AMES)

[17] is based on CORBA’s Event Service [7]. It

provides an asynchronous publish/subscriber commu-

nication model and can communicate and integrate

with legacy systems easily. AMES extends the tradi-

tional CORBA Event Service from channel-based to

a content/subject-based communication model by

adding multiple layers based on Event Service. It

can send different types of events using one event

channel. We develop the management component to

make up the lack of management mechanism in

CORBA’s Event Service. AMES also proposes hier-

archical event advertise/subscribe/propagate architec-

ture. It was developed based on Java programming

language and Inprise Visibroker for Java product

families.

Java Message Service (JMS) [21] provides a

solution for Java programs to create, send, receive

and read an enterprise messaging system’s message.

The service is defined by Sun Microsystems and

integrated into Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [22]

architecture. JMS provides several message delivery

strategies and many important functions for enter-

prise. It also contains simple message-parsing and

filtering features based on JMS message objects. The

message receiver can only get the interested message

when the message objects contain the selector

objects.

1.4. CODEX

From the previous experiences, we propose a

Content-Oriented Data EXchange model named

CODEX, which combines features of eXtensible

Markup Language (XML) [5,14,15] and capabilities

of CORBA Event Service [16]. XML is good for

document modeling. Based on XML data type def-

inition (DTD) or XML Schema [9], applications can

perform the document validation. In addition, CODEX

invents primitive data type checking, message classi-

fication, source identification and content filtering

features based on the XML model. To facilitate the

transportation of the CODEX XML model, in order

to support content exchange, CODEX chooses

CORBA Event Service as the infrastructure because

the CORBA standard can easily facilitate heteroge-

neous system integration. Besides, several standard

services are defined on the CORBA standard. It is

good for enterprise applications to reuse such stand-

ard services while modeling content-oriented data

exchange on CODEX system. These functional

requirements of CODEX system are depicted as

follows:

� Content-oriented data exchange. In the real data

exchange scenarios, the routing of data may

depend on the contents in the message. The design

of the CODEX system has to provide the function

wherein CODEX has to validate the structure of

message contents and figure out certain key data

fields. If some conditions are met, CODEX will

allow the routing of the message; otherwise,

CODEX will block the message.
� Primitive data type checking. It may result in

unexpected behavior when the application receives

incorrect data from data exchange. The design of

CODEX has to allow the CODEX system to check

the data type of certain key fields.
� Message classification. The design of the CODEX

system has to provide the data security level

classification mechanism. All data exchange in the

CODEX has to be classified to a certain security

level. When a consumer application is registering

to the CODEX system, it has to negotiate the

access security class. CODEX will check the

security class of the content before it sends the

data to the consumer.
� Identification and screening. A comprehensive data

exchange system has to provide the function that

can precisely transfer the message to proper

destination, instead of blind broadcasting. In the
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CORBA Event Service, it is only separating the

supplier and consumer, and cannot identify the data

source and data target. The design of CODEX has to

offer the functionality to distinguish the source and

target applications by introducing the identification

mechanism. Based on this mechanism, CODEX has

to provide the screening function which screens

unnecessary traffic to or from the identity.
� Data type and identity repository. To support the

above requirements, it is necessary to design a

repository to hold all the necessary information in

the CODEX system. The repository has to keep the

data/document type definition as well as the

source/target identity information to facility the

correct operations of the CODEX system.

2. CODEX architecture

Fig. 1 shows the CODEX system architecture. The

left side is the data supplier and right side is the data

consumer. The CODEX is a data exchange server that

consists of the event channel object, supplier filter,

consumer filter, Data Repository, and EXManage. The

detail of each components are depicted as follows.

2.1. Channel

The CODEX system was based on the Event

Service of the Inprise VisiBroker. The Event Service

on VisiBroker is a generic event channel. The

exchanged data will transform any object into

CORBA before entering it to the channel (in supplier

filter) and will be transformed back to the original

DOM object after leaving the channel (in consumer

filter).

2.2. Supplier filter

An XML document will be processed by the sup-

plier filter before entering the event channel. Each

supplier filter will have a specific XML type (DTD)

and connect to just one channel. Many filters can

connect to the same channel. All the messages entering

a channel will be validated. The validation includes:

� XML Type Checking. The XML parser is respon-

sible for this work.
� XML Validation. The XML parser will validate the

incoming document by referring the definition of

XML document (DTD) stored in the Data

Repository.
� Data Type Checking. Check all types of CODEX_

Type tag attribute in XML document.

The supplier filter will discard the XML document

if any error occurs. Otherwise, it will construct a tree

data structure (DOM object) in memory after parsing.

2.3. Consumer filter

Just before the consumer receives an XML docu-

ment from the event channel, the consumer filter will

perform post-processing. A channel can connect

many consumer filters, but each consumer filter can

connect to just one channel. The consumer filter is

the part of executing data filtering functions in the

system. These filtering functions include data source

Fig. 1. CODEX system architecture.
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filtering, data destination filtering, and data classifi-

cation filtering.

� Source filter. The data consumer registers its data

source filtering rule. The rule will be referred by

corresponding filter. When a document is coming,

the consumer filter validates the source of the XML

document to see if the document was requested by

the consumer or not.
� Destination filter. When a data supplier is publish-

ing data, the data destination filtering rule will be

appended. When the data gets to the consumer

filter, the consumer filter will validate the attached

data destination rule to see whether the consumer

is allowed to receive the data or not.
� Security filter. All legal identity in CODEX will

be assigned a priority. Higher priority identity

can access equal or lower priority message. The

consumer filter compares the identity priority

and classified data that is in the CODEX_Clas-

sification tag attribute in the XML document. If

the value of identity priority is larger than the

value of CODEX_Classification, then the mes-

sage will be delivered to the consumer.

Another important function of the consumer filter

is format translation. This function is achieved by

using the XSLT translation code registered by the

data consumer. The registered translation code is

kept in the consumer filter. The consumer applica-

tion developer can compose the filter context using

XSLT code for filtering the content. For the XSLT

syntax, please refer to the XSLT specification in

Ref. [6].

2.4. Data repository

There are two kinds of information kept in the Data

Repository: identity information and document defi-

nition (including related data supplier and data con-

sumer). Identity information consists of login name,

password, and priority. The Data Repository compo-

nent offers services for EXManager to create/delete

identity, change password and manage priority; it

stores the document definition. Fig. 2 shows the

structure of the document definition registration table.

The left side of the figure is a document definition

registration table. The right side of the figure is

supplier/consumer registration table.

2.5. EXManager

The exchange manager (EXManager) in CODEX

dynamically constructs and destroys all operation

components, including event channel, supplier filter,

and consumer filter. EXManager is a CORBA ob-

ject, whose interface can be provided to applications

that need data exchange service. EXManager man-

ages identity information and manipulates objects in

the Data Repository, and offers following the func-

tionalities:

� Identity login. When an identity requests to enter

the CODEX system, EXManager will inquire for

identity information stored in the Data Repository,

and determines identity authorization.
� Data registration and publication process. When a

data supplier wants to publish data, it needs to

register the information of publishable data. It

includes document definition (DTD), consumer/

supplier identification and data classification. AfterFig. 2. Structures in the data repository.

Fig. 3. Data registration and publication process.
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the data supplier is successfully registered to the

EXManager, it gets a session. The data supplier can

then send data by way of this session. Fig. 3 shows

the data publishing flow.
� Data subscription and receiving process. When a

data consumer wants to subscribe data, it needs to

register the information of document definition

(DTD), consumer/supplier identification, data clas-

sification, XSLT translation code and the reference

of callback function. After the data consumer

successfully registers the information of subscrip-

tion interests, it will get a session from EXManager.

The data consumer can then receive data from this

session. Fig. 4 shows the data subscribing follow.
� Set source restriction rule. The data consumer can

set the source restriction rule (SRR) to the

EXManager. SRR is used by the consumer filter

to screen out undesired data sources.
� Register XSLT translation. The data consumer can

register the XSLT code to EXManager in order to

perform translation before the consumer receives

the data.
� Un-registration. If the data exchange function is no

longer required by the supplier or the consumer, it

can issue the un-registration command to the EX-

Manager.

3. CODEX design policy

The major objective of the CODEX system is to

provide a content-oriented message exchange envi-

ronment that equips data type checking, message

delivery, data filtering and translation functions. The

design of CODEX system chooses XML as the

fundamental modeling language and adopts Data Type

Definition (XML DTD), Document Object Model

(DOM) [7,8] and eXtendible Style sheet Language

(XSL) to further extend the functionalities of the

system. This section reveals critical design issues of

the CODEX system.

3.1. Centralized management of document definition

Each XML documents has to be accommodate by a

corresponding DTD. These DTD files are registered

and stored in a central repository. The XML parser in

the supplier filter and consumer filter refer to the

registered DTD to validate the correctness of structure

of the incoming message. The functionality of the

CODEX repository is the same as the Event Type

Repository of CORBA Notification Service.

3.2. Data type checking

It will be seriously harmful if applications process

data with the wrong type. It is necessary, in an EDI

environment, to check the data type of incoming

documents in order to reduce the possibility of missed

operations. For example, in CODEX, applications can

instrument data type for certain data fields like this:

The price is defined as int type. The original DTD

has to be modified as well.

Fig. 4. Data subscription and receiving process.
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If the system wants to have much more primitive types,

then add new types directly into the declaration. When

a new document definition is registered, CODEX will

update the Data Repository. The data supplier can send

data that conforms to the type declared in the tag. The

supplier filter will also check the XML document by

validating the attribute values in the tag.

3.3. Data classification

CODEX’s data classification is designed for data

exchange environment with a flexible and powerful

data security mechanism. The classification shows the

priority of content. This is to avoid lower-priority

consumers from receiving higher-priority content.

The granularity of data classification can be a single

tag. It is possible that there are many classification

levels in a single document. For example, the statement

below means that the price element has to conform to

the classification level ‘‘3’’.

Similarly, this functionality requires modifying the

DTD in order to allow a new attribute in a tag:

CODEX_Classification. The attribute is also

IMPLIED. The value in the tag exhibits the set

classification of document. The attribute definition is

shown as the following:

When a new document definition is registered,

CODEX will update the definition of the document

in the Data Repository. The data supplier can add the

class of data to a certain tag before sending data out.

CODEX will check the consumer priority to make a

decision whether the data may be sent to the consumer

or not according to the data classification.

3.4. Identification and filtering

In Event Service, it is known that each data in a

given channel will be sent to all the consumers, and

each consumer will receive all of the data sent to the

channel. It is desired that a supplier can assign the

destinations of message to, and a consumer can select

the sources of message from. And the filtering process

should be done in the system. Therefore, consumers

need to register their system identification and related

information, such as the source restriction rule (SRR)

into the system. Data suppliers will also register their

identification into the system. The destination restric-

tion rule (DRR) will be appended into the XML

document to support system-checking and filtering.

When an identity registers the document definition,

the system will append the following declaration into

the document definition:

The root indicates the root element of the original

document. The modified document will have a new

element: CODEX_root. The root element has two

child elements: CODEX_DestRestrictRule and root.

The element following the root is the original XML

document that may be appended the type attribute and

classification attribute. The CODEX_DestRestrictRule

tag is an empty tag and it involves the DRR. The tag

has three attributes:

� CODEX_YesNo: there are two setting modes for

DRR. One setting is an acceptance list, the other

setting is a rejection list. Here, the attribute

CODEX_YesNo is a flag. Setting as ‘yes’ indicates
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that it accepts some specific identities while setting

as ‘no’ indicates it reject some of identities. The

default is set as ‘no’.
� CODEX_Yes: the attribute is set to the acceptance

list. If the setting of CODEX_YesNo is ‘no’, then

the attribute is invalid. The content in the attribute

is a string. For example, CODEX_Yes = ‘‘Host1;

Host3; Host5’’.
� CODEX_No: the attribute is set to the rejection list.

If the setting of CODEX_YesNo is ‘yes’, then the

attribute is invalid. The value in the attribute is

similar with CODEX_Yes attribute.

If suppliers have not set the CODEX_DestRestric-

tRule tag, the default value of CODEX_YesNo is

‘‘no’’. Then CODEX_No = ’’’’ indicates data sent to

all the consumers connected to the channel. Similarly,

the consumer can also use interfaces provided by

CODEX to register the SRR, which is the same as

DRR. If consumers have not set the SRR, the default

value of CODEX_SourRestrictRule is ‘‘no’’. Then

CODEX_No = ’’’’ indicates received data from all the

suppliers connected to the channel.

3.5. Performance consideration

Performance is a major concern for a practical data

exchange system. Obviously, the major overhead in

the CODEX is using a XML parser to parse a XML

document. The time is increasing while the size of the

parsed XML document is growing. In general, the size

of the XML document is unpredictable. The only way

to reduce overhead is to reduce the parsing time.

There are three chances to parse XML documents in

the CODEX. The first is data type checking before the

message enters the event channel. The second is to

create a source tree for the document before XSLT

translation. The final is the parsing of the XSLT trans-

lation code. To reduce the requirement of XML pars-

ing, we keep the data structure after data type checking

and send it to the destination via event channel. The

XML document has already been a source tree before

arriving at the XSLT translation step. It is not necessary

to parse it again. In addition, the XSLT translation code

has been parsed in registration time and has resided in

the memory. It does not need to parse translation code

again and, hence, runtime overhead is reduced.

4. Programming interface

This section will briefly introduce the program-

ming interface in the CODEX. We show the CORBA

IDL–CODEX.idl, which includes supplier filter

PushS, consumer filter PushC, CallbackObject, and

EXManager.

The supplier filter plays the role of supplier of

event channel and directly connects to the event

channel. Hence, PushS needs to inherit from the

CosEventCommDPushSupplier interface. PushS

interface offers a method pushXML() for supplier to

publishing data.

Consumer filter plays the role of consumer of

event channel and also directly connects to the

event channel. Hence, PushC needs to inherit from

the CosEventCommDPushConsumer interface. PushC

offers two methods for setting XSLT translation

code and SRR. These two methods are all necessary

giving identification UserKey to check authoriza-

tion.
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It is asked to add a callback function when data

consumer registers data subscribing. The callback

function is invoked by consumer filter if a consumer

desires the data received.

EXManager offers six methods. The login() checks

authorization, and needs to pass three parameters:

identity name, password, and site name etc. The

publish() provides function for registering supplier

publishable data. The method needs to pass three

parameters: DTD name, user key, and DTD file. The

subscribe() provides function for registering consumer

subscribing data and the method needs to pass five

parameters: DTD name, user key, DTD file, XSLT

file, and callback function. The callback function is a

stringed object reference. The setXSLT() provides the

function for setting XSLT translation code. The

parameters of this method are user key, session ID,

and XSLT file. The setSourceRestrictRule() provides

function to the consumer for setting SRR. The param-

eters of this method are user key, session ID, and a list

of host IDs. The unregisterDTD() is to release the

registered information.

5. Example and operation scenario

In this section, we present an example to demon-

strate the scenario and operation follow of CODEX.

A XML document definition DTD is shown as

follows. The DTD is commonly recognized by the

supplier and consumer to structure the exchanged

data.
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5.1. Data supplier registers publishable data

As mentioned above, registered document will be

slightly changed, which adds new attributes into

proper tag, such as CODEX_Type and CODEX_Clas-

sification attribute. In addition, data supplier also adds

a lot of DRR attributes, such as the CODEX_Des-

tRestrictRule attribute. Simultaneously, EXManager

will allocate an event channel and a supplier filter to

serve data exchange. And add the information of

supplier into the entry of Data Repository. The modi-

fied document definition is shown as follows:

5.2. Data consumer registers subscribing data

When a data consumer wants to register the

subscribing data, the document definition modifica-

tion is the same as the data supplier described

above. The activities which need to be done are

information registration into Data Repository, event

channel and consumer filter creation. Because the

DTD is commonly recognized by supplier and con-

sumer, the modified document definition will be

equivalent regardless of which registration comes

first, and there is just one copy stored in the Data

Repository.

5.3. Data supplier

Data supplier can send XML data out after regis-

tration of publishable data. The following is an

example of an XML document that will be

exchanged. The XML file refers to an external

DTD—http://Magic.dorm6.nctu.edu.tw/Dic/CODEX_

man.dtd. This also shows the CODEX exchange

server is running on the host: magic.dorm6.nctu.edu.

tw. And the document definition is /Dic/CODEX_

man.dtd file.

In the following example, the XML document

indicates that the type of first phone number must
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be an integer. The second phone number only can be

received by the consumer with priority larger than 2.

And this document cannot be received by the con-

sumer at the ‘‘Host5’’ host that is in the rejection list.

5.4. Supplier filter

The supplier filter will do a lot of checking

when a XML document is sent to it, and discard

illegitimate documents after type and format vali-

dation. In addition, all CODEX_Type tag attributes

are removed from the XML document while the

document is validated by the supplier filter, and the

source identification will be appended into the

document until consumer filter verifies the docu-

ment. The modified document is shown as fol-

lows:

Subsequently, Supplier filter parses the XML docu-

ment using XML parser, constructs a DOM tree

structure, encapsulates DOM tree structure into

CORBA Any object, and sends it out by event channel.

Event channel will store, dispatch, and deliver the Any

object.

5.5. Consumer filter

Here, we assume the data consumer is located on

‘‘Host4’’ host and is prioritized as class 1. And he al-

ready set the SRR, the flag ofCODEX_YesNo is ‘‘yes’’,

and the acceptance list is ‘‘Host1; Host2; Host3’’.
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Consumer filter will compare the DRR in the

XML document with identification and find its own

host ID ‘‘Host4’’ is not in rejection list ‘‘Host5’’.

Next, it also finds that ‘‘Host2’’ is in the acceptance

list ‘‘Host1; Host2; Host3’’ of SRR. Obviously, the

document can pass the identification validation and

be delivered to the destination host. The filtered

XML document with the tag of CODEX_Source

and CODEX_DestRestrictRule will be removed.

In addition, the priority of Host4 is 1, and

the assigned class of tag ‘‘phone’’ is 2. The

phone element will not be sent to the consumer

due to its lower priority. If the priority of data

consumer is larger than exchanged data, then

only the CODEX_Classification tag will be

deleted and phone tag will be retained. The fol-

lowing shows the XML document that passes all

of checking.
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If the consumer does not register the XSLT trans-

lation code, data consumer will finally receive the

above XML document file. It is well-known that XSLT

is a powerful language for translating XML as various

predictable formats. The following shows consumer

register XSLT translation code and get a HTML for-

matted file. For XSLTspecification, please see Ref. [6].

After translation, a familiar HTML file is given as

follows:

As mentioned above, during registration, the con-

sumer needs to provide a callback function for con-

sumer filter to call back to consumer for sending

desired data. Combining XSLT translation code and

callback function can have a powerful effect for

generating the desired format.

6. Appraisals and discussions

Content-oriented information exchange becomes

an important feature in the distributed computing

environment. CODEX adopts CORBA’s Event Serv-

ice to perform the message delivery. Other MOM

software can also provide the same framework. The

reason we chose CORBA standards as the CODEX

infrastructure is as follows:

� Heterogeneous platform and language support.

CORBA can integrate heterogeneous platform and

support several programming languages. It can help

different applications at different environments to

work together, especially for the legacy mainframes.
� Reusable services. CORBA has complete software

architecture and necessary services. CODEX uti-

lizes Event Service to accomplish message ex-

change. Based on CORBA, applications can reuse

not only Event Service but also other services. Most

of MOM software only provides message trans-

actions, naming service. No more horizontal or

vertical reusable services for domain applications.

Another important feature of the CODEX system is

the content-orientation. CODEX system naturally

provides the content-based filtering and routing fea-

tures for business applications. Other commercial

MOM software or standards usually deliver messages

as a whole and cannot provide content-based routing,

unless software architects further instrument more

components upon them.

Based on CORBA architecture, CODEX can be qui-

ckly deployed into different environments. We believe

the time-to-production is also an important factor for the

design and implementation of data exchange system.

7. Conclusions and future works

In this paper, we proposed a Content-Oriented Data

EXchange system named ‘‘CODEX’’, which com-

bines XML features and the functionality of CORBA’s

Event Service. CODEX offers functions like primitive

data type checking, data classification and filtering,

system identification and filtering. Obviously, the

extension can conform with most of EDI’s require-

ments. In addition, this paper presented the design

philosophy, policy and consideration of CODEX; and

depicted CODEX system architecture, CODEX’s

components and their interfaces. This paper also

presented an example to demonstrate the scenario

and operation follow of CODEX.

In the CORBA standard, distributed objects mostly

communicate with each other through pre-defined or

dynamic interfaces (IDL). In real practice, a large-scale

distributed system requires loosely coupled business

objects. Asynchronous data exchange between distrib-

uted objects, therefore, is desirable. As discussed in this

paper, the type checking, content filtering, source/

destination screening and message classification are

emergent features. It suggests that CORBA standard is

possible to offer more function-rich services based on

Event Service/Notification Service to facilitate practi-

cal business application development.
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